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Abstract
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We present two methods which connect today’s polygon graphics
hardware accelerators to Cube-5 volume rendering hardware, the
successor to Cube4 The proposed methods allow mixing of both
opaque and translucent polygons with volumes on PC class machines, while ensuring the correct compositing order of all objects.
Both implementations connect the two hardware acceleration subsystems at the frame buffer. One shares a common DRAM buffer
and one run-length encodes images of thin slabs of polygonal data
and then combines them in the Cube composite buffer In both realizations, we take advantage of the predictable ordered access to
frame buffer storage that is utilized by Cube-5 and the rest of the
family of volume rendering accelerators based on the Cube design.

Direct volume rendering acceleratorswill become commercially
available this year, from Mitsubishi Electric in mid 1999 as a lowcostplug-in PC1card called VolumePro[ 101,and from JapanRadio
Co. in late 1999 as the special purposeU-Cube ultrasound visualization system. Since these systemsare basedon Cube-4 [l l] we
refer to them as the Cube family of volume rendering accelerators.
Unfortunately, theseacceleratorswork independently from current
geometry rendering hardware. Therefore, it is impossible to render mixtures of volumetric and polygonal data, unless none of the
objectsintersect. Unfortunately, many applications require objects
to intersect. For example, in a flight simulation scene,a polygonal
plane may fly through a volumetric cloud over a textured polygonal terrain viewed from within a translucent cockpit, as shown in
Figure 1. In this paper,we begin expanding the Cube design to accelerate rendering of more than just volumetric data, creating the
fifth generationof Cube architectures,the Cube-5
We proposetwo methodsto connect current geometry pipelines
to the Cube family of volume rendering acceleratorson PC class
machines. Both allow mixing of opaque and/or translucent polygons with volumetric data. Translucent polygons complicate the
situation becauseall fragments(both translucentpolygon fragments
and volume samples)must be drawn in topologically depth sorted
order. This is required becausecompositing with the over operator [ 121is not commutative.Interesting visual effectscan be created
with translucentpolygons as shown in the translucenttank spinning
in the desertkicking up a volumetric cloud of dust in Figure 2. Virtual environments,such as surgical simulation, require real-time or
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Figure 1: A jlight simulation scene miring a texture-mapped
Polygonal terrain, an opaque plane (with 4420 polygons), a
tmnslucent cockpit, and a volumetric cloud (also in c&rp&e).
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Figure 2: Volumetric dust cloud kicked up by a spinning translucent tank (wirh 5082 Polygons) in a desert (also in colorplate).
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Figure 3: A prosthesis (containing 3758polygons) beingfit to a 256’ CT scan of a hip: (a) translucentpolygons
behind the prosthesis, (b) opaque polygons obscure incorrect alignment (also in colorplate).

reveal the bony structure

The OpenGL extensions proposed in the HP Vbxelator [8] attempted to create a standardsoftware interface to mix volumetric
data with polygonal objects. However, no mention of hardware acceleration was given and only opaqueobjects were discussed,neglecting translucent polygons and volumes.
Three dimensional texture map basedvolume rendering [2] allows the mixing of volumes and polygons. Unfortunately, 3D texture map based volume rendering is only available on high end
graphics workstations and is neither scalable nor capable of real
shading. Additionally, thesesystemsrequire very expensive equipment to achieve even interactive frame rates. Our solution, on the
other hand, provides better frame rates,real Phong shading, and an
order of magnitude lower cost in addition to being designed for a
PC class machine.
All of the Cube family (Cube-4/Cube-YVolumeProKJ-Cube)of
volume rendering acceleratorsutilize slice-order ray casting, an object order technique (e.g., [6, 161). This meansthat input data is
processedin a regular predefinedorder. This exploitation of memory coherenceis critical to realizing the real-time 30Hz frame rates
of the Cube family. We also take advantageof the repeatableaccess
pattern in both of our designs,specifically to the frame buffer.
In Section 2, we describe our method to mix translucent polygons with volumes in volume object order. In Section 3, we discuss the differences between a DRAM frame buffer on current PC
graphics cards and the SRAM composite buffer in previous Cube
designs. Sections4 and 5 presentour two methodsto create a hybrid volume and polygon rendering systemusing the Cube-5 architecture and relatively low cost (comparedto high end workstations)
PC graphics pipelines. Section 6 presentsresults and a performance
comparison.

Figure 4: A translucent ghost ship (containing 4715 polygons)
sailing out of a volumetric fog bank in front of an opaque texturemapped island (also in colorplate).

at leastinteractive feedback.Figure 3 showsa fitting of a polygonal
model of a prosthesisto a CT scan of a patient. The use of translucent polygons enables the surgeon to see the details of the volumetric bone behind the polygonal object. Finally, Figure 4 shows a
translucent ghost ship sailing out of a volumetric fog bank.
Software systems,developedfor production applications, allow
mixing of volumetric and polygonally modeledobjects. Ray tracing
is commonly utilized by these systemsto render mixtures of volumesand polygons [7, 151.The flexibility of thesesystemscomes
at the price of an extremely slow frame generationrate. Therefore,
thesesystemswould not perform well for applications requiring interactivity.
Volume Graphics GmbH produces a product which mixes
opaque polygons with volumes by ray casting. They achieve interactivity by utilizing reducedresolution rendering while parameters are being changed followed by slower high quality rendering
whenever the viewing parametersbecomeconstant [13]. No hardware accelerationis utilized, so the performanceis limited, and no
translucent polygons can be used.

2 Mixing Polygons into Volume Rendering Systems
Volume rendering is the more difficult of the two rendering modalities. Also, the only methods to achieve interactive or real-time
frame rates for volume rendering utilize object order. Therefore,
in our method presentedhere, we adaptpolygon rendering to slice
order volume ray casting (usedin the Cube architectures),and organize the overall rendering processon a volume slice-by-slice basis
rather than a polygon-by-polygon or pixel-by-pixel basis.
In the Cube family of accelerators,the slices of the volume are
processedin depth order. Thus, to correctly order translucent poly-.
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Figure 6: Top view of creating sheared viewing geometry so that
polygon footprints are “pre-warped” and Z-depths represent distance along the volume processing direction.

Figure 5: Side view of dove-tailing translucent polygons and volume data. (The gaps between polygon slabs are shown for clarity.
In reality, there is no gap or overlap as shown by the boundary
intervals.)

that the warping operation at the end of Cube rendering creates
correct polygons in the final image. Also, the Z-depths computed
are proportional to the distances along the processing axis. It is
sometimespossible (if all opaque geometry fits within the volume
extents) to set the hither and yon clipping planes to the edges of
the volume and, if the precision of the depth buffer is the same,
the depths computedare exactly the volume slice indices for depth
checking. Otherwise, a simple scaling must be applied when they
are utilized by the volume rendering system. Light positions must
be considered when using this method, as the shearing may not
move the lights correctly.
The thin slices of translucent polygons should align geometrically with their 3D position in space. We begin by aligning the
eye-point as before. Then, to keep the objects from projecting all
the way to the final image plane, we translate the geometryso that
the center of the current thin slab is at the Z = 0 plane before
shearing. Clipping planesallow only the current thin slab to be rendered.The projection plane is setto be within the two volume slices
which border that region with glortho (giFrustum for Perspective).
In a recent paper [5], we presentedan algorithm to acceleratethe
OpenGL rendering of the thin slices of translucent polygons.

gon fragmentswith volume samples,thin slabsof polygons arerenderedand compositedin betweenslices of the volume, as shown in
Figure 5. The polygonal slabs representall of the translucent objects which lay betweentwo consecutiveslices of the volume data.
The boundariesare createdsuch that the union of all the slabs neither miss nor duplicate anything, such as less-thanthe current slice
and greater-than-or-equal-tothe next slice (see slab boundaries in
Figure 5). The data from the volume slices and translucent polygonal slabsare dove-tailed together in an alternating fashion. In this
way the correct depth ordering of all contributing entities is preserved,and use of the over operatorto compositethem createscorrect colors in the final image pixels.
The Cube architectures take advantageof the storageorder of
voxels by processing slices orthogonal to one of the three major
axis. The image producedby this method is aligned with the face
of the volume most perpendicular to the view direction (called the
baseplane).The 2D baseplaneimage is then warped onto the final
image plane. Since volume slices are always orthogonal to one of
the axes,the polygons should also align this way. Therefore, special
handling of the projection and viewing matrices are used. While
the following methodsare extendible to perspectiveprojection, we
show examplesfor parallel projection, for simplicity and since that
is what VolumeProcurrently supports.
The opaquepolygons should be renderedsuch that, after projection through the volume dataset,warping createsthe correct footprint on the final image. Also, the Z-depth values should be aligned
along the processingaxis, so that the volume slice index canbe used
for the Z-depth check. First, the object spaceis transformedby a
permutation matrix so that the Z-component is the largest value in
the view vector (i.e., the major viewing direction is along the Zaxis). The permutation is createdby swapping the elementsof the
view vector, leaving the relative sizes unchanged. Then, the eyepoint is moved to a position along the permutedZ-axis by rotating
the vector betweenthe look-at-point and the eye-point by someangle we call cy around the X-axis and ,0 around the Y-axis. Notice
that a and p are always between -45 and 45 degrees,otherwise we
would choosea different baseplane. We then apply an “X and Y
according to Z” shear (also known as a Z-slice shear along X and
Y [3]) to the viewing matrix as follows:
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It is important to understandthe organization of frame buffer design comparedto compositebuffer design. The previous Cube volume rendering acceleratorsutilize a tightly coupled on-chip SRAM
buffer to hold the partially compositedrays asa volume is processed
in slice order (seeFigure 7), called the compositebuffer. Cube exploits the regular processing sequenceinherent in slice order rendering. Specifically, each slice is processedin the sameorder as
the previous, left-most voxel to right-most voxel of each row, and
bottom-mostrow to top-mostrow of eachslice (possibly with some
skewing). In this way the SRAM compositebuffer becomesa simple FIFO queue of length equal to the size of a slice. The SRAM
queueis 32 or 48 bits wide to hold 8-bit or 1Zbit fixed point RGBcv
values (called coxels for composite-bufferelement). Each pipeline
readsa coxel from the front of the queue and writes a coxel to the
rear of the queue for each clock cycle. With this approach, each
Cube pipeline can process1 sampleper clock, or over 500 million
samplesper second fill rate with 4 pipelines at 133MHz (current
VolumePro configuration), sufficient for real-time volume rendering of 2563 datasets.
Common PC class geometrypipelines, on the other hand, utilize
an external DRAM frame buffer, where the RGBcr color values and
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This can be seenin Figure 6. With this geometry,when the opaque
polygons are drawn, the polygon footprints are “pre-warped” so
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Figure 9: Dual use DRAM frame buffer connecting a commodity
surface graphics pipeline with
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utilized, resulting in decreasedbandwidth due to lack of latency
hiding.
When the 3D texture mapping solution for volume rendering is
implementedon geometrypipelines, volume slices perpendicularto
the screenare texture mappedthrough the volume. The per-vertex
geometry calculations for the slices are easily achievable with any
level graphics hardware. However, the requirement to support random accessto both the texture memory and frame buffer limits the
performanceof this approachto the fill rate achievable with a current DRAM frame buffer not optimized for repeatableaccesspatterns as occur in slice order volume rendering.
Very high end surface graphics systemsutilize massive parallelism in the fragment processing section of the polygon pipeline.
This, coupled with a highly distributed frame buffer, allow increased fill rate performance. For example, an Infinite Reality
graphics engine with 4 raster managerboardscan place 7 10 million
16-bit textured, depth buffered fragmentsper secondinto the frame
buffer. Yet, with only one board (a common configuration sinceit is
the most expensive part), the fill rate quickly drops to 177 million
fragments per second. In our tests we were only able to achieve
up to 90 million fragmentsper secondfill rate, below the published
numbers,due to the blending required for volume rendering.

Figure 7: Previous Cube pipeline showing the on-chip SRAM buffer
used to store partially composited rays.

Figure 8: Graphics accelerator solution, where volume slices compete with polygons for limited resources at the texture memory and
frame buffer memory inte$aces.

4 Mixing with a Dual Use DRAM Frame
Buffer

Z-depth values for each pixel are stored (seeFigure 8). This buffer
must support random accesssince polygon rendering does not enjoy the regular accessordering inherent in slice-order volume rendering. Normal polygon rendering producestriangles on the screen
averagingbetween 10 and 50 pixels. Therefore, the DRAM memory is organized to maximize accessto areasof the screenof this
size. For example, the Digital Neon chip achievesa maximum fill
rate of 100 million fragments per secondwithout blending [9], by
interleaving pixels acrossparallel memory interfaces and chunking
the frame buffer into tiles the size of a DRAM page. If the entire chunk is not utilized, burst mode accesswill also not be fully

We aim to create a low-cost system which is capable of rendering
mixtures of polygons and volumes. Therefore, we propose to remove the SRAM compositebuffer from inside the Cube-5 pipeline
and replace it with an external DRAM frame buffer. The frame
buffer is also accessiblefrom a 3D graphics pipeline to allow mixing of polygonal data with volumes. Instead of a typical DRAM
buffer such as in polygon engines, we organize the memory in our
buffer so that it is optimized for volume rendering. Due to the
higher performance requirements of volume rendering, the polygon performance will be equal to or better than current polygon
DRAM frame buffers, but will require increased VLSI. Figure 9
shows how the dual use frame buffer connects the two pipelines.
Only the frame buffer storageis currently shared. To minimize the
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Figure 11: RGBa coxel layout on 8 DRAM chips (also in color

impact on current hardware, all polygon fragment operations are
still performed in the polygon pipeline, while all volume sample
compositing occur in the volume pipeline.
To render a scene with both opaque and translucent polygons
and also volume data,the geometrypipeline first rendersall opaque
polygons with Z-depth. The volume slices and thin slabsof translucent polygons are then rendered in an alternating fashion - volume slices by the Cube-5 pipeline and translucent polygons by
the graphics pipeline (opaquepolygons could also be handled with
the samedovetailing algorithm, but with increaseddemandon the
graphics pipeline). Z-depth checking is utilized to insure correct
hidden object removal and blending is set in both pipelines to correctly composite the samplesand fragments. Finally, the geometry engine performs the baseplanewarp onto the image plane required by Cube. At any given point in time, either the geometry
sub-systemor the Cube-S sub-systemis stalled while the other is
rendering to the common frame buffer.
The design of the DRAM buffer is critical to achievethe 503 million samplesper secondrequired for 30Hz rendering of 2563 volume datasets.Therefore, we first look at creating a DRAM buffer
just for the Cube-Spipeline by itself, then look at connecting it to
a graphics pipeline. Cube basedvolume rendering designs consist
of multiple pipelines, such as the one in Figure 7. In each pipeline,
at every clock cycle, a coxel (composite-buffer element consisting
of RGBo) is read from the SRAM compositebuffer FIFO, blended
with an appropriatecompositing equation and then the new coxel is
placed at the rear of the FIFO. We change the structure of a coxel
to contain 64 bits: 32 bits of color, 8 for each RGBo, and 32 bits
of Z-depth information, 24 + 8-bit stencil. This is required to handle Z-depth checking in the compositing stage. If we assumethat
opaquepolygon rendering is completedbefore any volume rendering begins, the 32 bits of Z-depth/stencil information is read, but
not re-written. Therefore, for every clock cycle, eachCube pipeline
needsto read 8 bytes of coxel data and write back 4 bytes.
We would like to utilize commodity DRAM chips to keep the
price affordable to the PC market. SDRAM provides information
synchronized to the pipeline clock and provides burst mode access
to obtain the maximum bandwidth possible if the memory can be
organized correctly. Commonly available chips today typically utilize 4 internal banks which must be accessedin successionwith
bursts of at least 8 words per burst to be able to saturatethe bandwidth betweenthe chip and the memory controller.
We proposeto utilize memory chips with a word size of 16 bits.
Therefore, four words must be read by each pipeline on eachcycle
and two words must be written. This means we would need six
16-bit memory interfacesper pipeline. An emerging technology in
SDRAM chips is that of double datarate (DDR) which reads/writes

plate).

data at both the rising and falling edgesof the clock. Using DDR
SDRAMs we can utilize two 16-bit memory interfaces for reading
64 bits per clock and one 16-bit memoryinterface for writing 32 bits
per clock for a total of three 16-bit memory interfaces per pipeline.
Since we must read and write every clock cycle to keep the
pipeline full, we read from one set of frame buffer chips and write
to another. We keeptwo setsof chips, A and B. We could readfrom
set A and write to setB for a complete slice of the volume, and then
switch for the next slice. However, this way, eachset would have to
be large enough to hold the complete frame buffer, and the polygon
engine would have to be told which set was current. Therefore, we
alternate reading and writing between sets A and B within a slice
and buffer the processedcoxels from the read set until it becomes
the write set. Since every memory accessmust be a burst, eachone
really lasts 4 clock cycles and reads/writes4 coxels (8 words) with
16-bit DDR DRAM chips. We need to cycle through all 4 banks
to keep the memory bandwidth saturatedbefore writing the new
RBGcvvalues back. For this reasonthere is a 16 coxel FIFO queue
(4 coxels for each of 4 banks) that the newly composited RBGcv
portions of the coxels are storedin, as shown in Figure 10.
There are many different possible configurations for the number
of pipelines in a Cube system. We present an example for a case
of 4 parallel pipelines creating 12 total memory interfaces. Each
pipeline contains one read interface to the Z-depth/stencil portion
of the frame buffer and two read/write interfaces to sets A and B
of the RGBcr portion of the frame buffer. To render a 2563 volume at 30Hz, each of the 4 pipelines process 125 million voxels
per second. Therefore, we utilize a 133MHz clock for the chip
and the SDRAM. The mapping of the frame buffer pixels onto the
memory chips is critical to performance. It must match exactly the
processingorder of the Cube pipelines and the parallel accessby
4 pipelines at once. We assumethe skewedmemory accessof the
Cube architecture is “un-skewed” (as in the VolumePro implementation) so that the volume samples are in order from left to right
acrosseach scanline in groups of 4 since it is easier to follow in
the explanations. The design can be extended to skewedmemory,
although the geometry pipeline and screenrefresh systemmust be
awareof the additional skewing.
Figure 11 shows the layout of the RGBcv portion of the coxels
in the frame buffer. For a given scanline there is a group of pixels
which reside in set A followed by a group of pixels which reside in
set B, repeatedacrossthe entire scanline. The length of each set is
64 pixels due to the fact that each set must contain pixels which are
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Figure 12: Pixel layout in the frame buffer. Clear pixels are in bank I shadedpixels are in bank 2. Set A and Set B shown with 4 parallel
chips per set. In reality there are 4 interleaved banks shifred across successive scanlines, but only 2 are shown so that it$ts across the page.
read from 4 different banks inside each chip, each bank consisting
of 4 RGBa values from 4 parallel chips/pipelines. Thus, the pixel
data in the frame buffer is interleaved across 8 chips, but in fine
detail, it is really interleaved acrossonly 4 chips.
This provides us with an interface which reads

memory chip, poor load balancing can result in scenessuch as architectural walkthroughs where polygons are all aligned vertically.
McCormack et al. go on to proposea 1D interleaved methodthat
is shifted from one scanline to the next. We can do this in our buffer
without affecting volume rendering performance.In fact, we set up
the shifting from one scanline to the next so that the banks form a
checkerboardpattern similar to Neon to further increase memory
performance(see Figure 12) by allowing spatially coherent memory accessto different banks so that latency is better hidden. Our
system, with the two sets of memory chips allows additional separation and possibility to hide latency between memory accesses
at the set boundaries. Unfortunately, it affects the hardware VLSI
costsbyincreasing the number of memory controllers, but this is required to achieve the bandwidth for volume rendering. We predict
that we should be able to achieve a similar percentageperformance
asNeon. Since we have a higher basebandwidth, we should be able
to achieve even higher fill rate performance. Even using the 45%
estimatefrom the Neon paper, we achieve 357 million 64-bit pixels per secondfill rate from our 6.35GByte combined bandwidth to
all 12 DDR 133MHz 16-bit SDRAM chips. Of course the performanceof a particular memory layout to polygon fill rates depends
upon the rasterization order of the pipeline. Neon utilizes a square
chunking fragment generation ordering. For a different fragment
scheme,a different pixel assignmentmay be more optimal, however, it must also consider the volume rendering requirementswe
discussedearlier.
Since our frame buffer is spread across 12 memory interfaces,
we needto hook up only one 64Mbit SDRAM to eachinterface and
have 96MBytes of frame buffer storage. This is enough storageto
allocate a double buffered, 2500’ pixel frame buffer with 8 bytes
per pixel.

4 pipelines x (1 RGBcvchip + 1 depth chip) x 16 bits
x 133MHz x 2 datarate = 34Gbits = 4.15Gbytes
of data per second.This surpassesthe required
2563 x 3OHz x 8 bytes = 3.75 GBytes per second

where 8 bytes are 4 bytes RGBcv+ 4 bytes Z-depth/stencil. Additionally, the frame buffer sub-systemis capableof writing
4 pipelines x 1 RGBa chip x 16 bits x 133MHz
x2 data rate = 17Gbits = 2.1Gbytes
once again handling the
2563 x 30Hz x 4 bytes = 1.8 GBytes per second

required for real time 30Hz rendering of 2563 volumes.
This extra bandwidth is not sitting idle. The screen must be
refreshed from the data in the frame buffer. If we assume a
1280x1024 screen resolution with 60Hz refresh rate and that all
4 RGBcr bytes areread from the frame buffer (since our burst mode
accessretrievesthem anyway), then
1280 x 1024 x 60Hz x 4 bytes = BOOMbytes
are read from the frame buffer per second.Only the RGBo portion
of the frame buffer is required for refresh. Therefore, the refresh
datais read from 8 chips. To read the 300MB per secondfor screen
refresh, it is sufficient to perform 10 data burst reads/writes (depending on set A or B) to each chip followed by 1 read of data for
refresh. This distribution of memory accessesprovides the refresh
hardware with a consistent (although bursty) streamof data. The
10-l ratio also provides enough bandwidth to the volume rendering pipelines to still allow 30Hz rendering of 2563 datasets.Cube
pipelines based on 133 MHz clocks, like the current VolumePro
configuration, also contain the samepercentageof excesscycles.
The dual use DRAM framebuffer, built out of 12 SDRAM chips,
must also work for polygon rendering without affecting performance,or it would not be a desirable solution. The Neon chip [9]
reports that they can achieve 45% of the maximum memory bandwidth from their memory sub-system.The amount of usablebandwidth depends upon the pattern of the interleaving of pixels to
memory controllers. Our frame buffer organization utilizes a one
dimensional interleaving. While this method is optimal for reading
the pixels for volume rendering and screenrefresh, McCormack et
al. [9] show that if an entire column of the screenis mappedto one
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The first frame buffer we presentedutilized commodity components
and, to be realized, required minimal alterations to current hardware. Yet, it createda bottleneck at the frame buffer where the two
sub-systemscompetedfor the sameresources.For comparison,we
presentan alternative approachto connecting a graphics pipeline to
a volume rendering pipeline that keeps both working at all times
and mergesthe data in the SRAM compositebuffer inside the Cube
chip. At any given time, the volume pipeline is compositing the current volume slice with the previous thin slab of polygon data over
the compositebuffer, and the graphicspipeline is rendering the next
thin slab of translucent polygons.
We still utilize the dovetailing approach of volume slices and
thin slabsof translucent polygonal data,describedin Section 2. We
first project all opaquepolygons onto a Z-buffer coincident with the
baseplane(e.g., the volume face most parallel to the screen). Secondly, the projected RGBcvZ image is loaded into the composite
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buffer of the volume rendering pipeline. Subsequently,the volume
is renderedwith a Z-comparison enabled in the compositing stage.
The thin slabs of translucent polygons are renderedby the geometry pipeline, and their RGBa data is sent to the volume pipeline
to be blended into the SRAM compositebuffer within the volume
pipeline.
We modify the compositing stageof the volume rendering acceleratorto compositetwo layers (one volume and one translucent
polygon) per step,thus not delaying the volume rendering process.
This requires the addition of someextra logic. The straightforward
formula for performing a double composition’of a volume sample
u over a translucent pixel fragment p over the old coxel c would
require 4 additions and 4 multiplies in 5 stages:

cdl-2
IllI

c6 = CVCY”+ [CpcQ7+ Cc(l - cyp)](l -a,)
ctr41-3

However, simple math allows the double composition to be calculated with 4 additions and 2 multiplies in 6 stageswith the following
formula (someof the calculations are re-used):

r

cs = (Cc + (Cp - Cc)ap) + [C” - (Cc + (C, - CC)cyP)l~”
The hardwaredesignerwould choosethe option more desirable for
a given implementation: less logic and more stages,or fewer stages
and more logic.
It seemssimple enough to render a thin slab of translucentpolygonsin the geometrypipeline and then transfer this “slab image” to
the volume rendering pipeline to be composited.However, consider
the amount of data transfered for a 2563 volume. There are 255
slabs plus one buffer in front of the volume and one behind. Each
of these257 slabscontains 256KB (256* pixels of RGB@)of data.
This equatesto 64MB to be readfrom the polygon frame buffer and
transferredbetween the two sub-systemseach frame. To achieve
30Hz would require a bandwidth of 1.9GB per second. While this
much data could be transferredwith wide enough channels,it must
also be readfrom the frame buffer. Without changing the organization of the current DRAM polygon framebuffers, it is impossible to
readthis much data. Additionally, the frame buffer must be cleared
257 times per frame.
To solve this bandwidth challenge we propose to run-lengthencode(RLE) the blank pixels. Each scanline in the polygon frame
buffer is encoded separately,and a “run-of-zeros” is encoded as
four O’s(RGBa) followed by the length of the run. We notice that
the translucent polygon slabs are very sparse,since typically only
a small percentageof the polygons in a sceneare translucent. For
example,out of our four test sequences,only an averageof 9 1 pixels contain color information out of 64K pixels per “slab image”.
Run-length-encodingjust the blank pixels in thesethin slabsresults
in over 99% reduction in the required bandwidth. Lacroute and
Levoy [6] utilized RLE to take advantageof sparsevolume data on
a slice-by-slice basis. They gained a rendering frame rate advantageby only processingthe visible voxels. Here, we utilize RLE on
2D imagesof sparsetranslucent polygons to saveon bandwidth.
This methodrequireshardwarein the volume rendering pipeline
that can decodethe RLE input streamand createRGBa fragments.
However, since thesefragmentsare utilized by the volume pipeline
in a regular order, it is simple to decodethe input stream[l] using a
double buffer to synchronize the two pipelines. Every clock cycle a
value is output from the decoding hardware. If the volume rendering machinehas multiple pipelines (as most current designsdo) we
replicate the decoding hardware for each pipeline, so that they can
keepup with pixel demand.
Likewise, RLE hardwareat the originating end connectedto the
geometry pipeline could encodethe data in real-time before sending it to the volume pipeline. However, we would still need 1.9 GB
per secondaccessto the frame buffer to read all the thin slabs of
translucentpolygons and the 257 clears. Therefore, we implement

Figure 13: An embedded DRAM chip implementation of run-length
encoding frame buffer hardware. Every clock cycle a flit (either a
run-of-zeros or a pixel) is copiedfrom the in buffer to the out buffer
for the scanline.

a separateframe buffer which storesthe data directly in RLE format. Since the thin slabs of translucent data are very sparse,more
time is spentclearing and reading than rasterizing. An RLE buffer,
while not efficient for rasterization, is better suited for both clearing and reading the data. For example,to clear an RLE framebuffer
requires merely storing a single run of zeros (in 5 bytes) for each
scanline instead of writing an entire 256* framebuffer.
To minimize the impact on the current geometry pipelines we
propose implementing the RLE frame buffer using the emerging
technology of embeddedDRAM [14] and connecting it parallel to
the normal frame buffer. Previous encoding algorithms assumed
that the data was given in physical order. Triangle rasterization,
however, doesnot guaranteeany ordering of the fragments.Therefore, we must be able to randomly insert an RGBa value into an
RLE scanline of data.
Figure 13 showsa diagramof our RLE insert. For eachfragment,
the encodedscanline is copied from one buffer to another,inserting
the new RGBcv value. Every clock cycle, a single flit (either an
RGBcr pixel, or run-of-zeros) is processed.The entire scanline is
processedflit by flit. In Figure 13, “in Buffer” is the current encodedscanline and “out Buffer” is the newly encodedscanline with
the new RGBcvfragment inserted. The choice of what to insert at
each cycle is performed by the 5 byte multiplexor in the center of
the diagram. Pointers to the current flit of both the in (“inptr”) and
out (“outptr”) buffers are located at the top and bottom. The right
side calculates how much has been processed(“total”) and two of
the control points. The other mux control point is calculated by
‘or’-ing together all of the RGBcvvalues (the flag for run-of-zeros).
“XPOS”is the 5 position of the fragment. We implementeda lookup
table of the current buffer’s location in memory for each y value.
Thus, the buffer can be moved while inserting new pixels and the
table is simply updated. This is seen in the RLEAddFragment
routine in Algorithm 1. The RLEAddPixelToScanline function
demonstratesthe processing that occurs in the hardware of Figure 13.
By utilizing an embeddedDRAM we take advantageof the extremely high bandwidth available when processing occurs on the
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RLE-AddFragment(xPOS,
yPoS, RGBA) {
tmp = nextFreeScanline();
RL~ddPixelToScanline(data[yPos],xPos,RGBA,tmp);
freeScanLine(data[yPosl);
data[yPosl
= tmp;
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RL!X-AddPixelToScanline(in,
xPos, RGBA, out) (
total
= 0;
inPtr = 0;
OutPtr = 0;
whilectotal
< linewidth)
(
if(tota1
== xPos) {
out[outPtr::outPtr+3l=Blend(RGBA,in[inPtr::inPtr+31);
0utPtr += 4;
total++;
if(in[inPtr::inPtr+31
== 0)
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else
inPtr += 4:
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out[outPtr::outPtr+31
= in[inPtr::inPtr+31;
if(in[inPtr::inPtr+31
== 0) (
if(tota1
< XPOS && total+in[inPtr+41
out[outPtr+41
= xPos-total-l;
0utPtr +=5;
-= xPos-total;
in[inPtr+41
total
= xPos;
I else {
out[outPtr+41
= in[inPtr+41;
total
+= in[inPtr+41;
0utPtr += 5;
+= 5;
inPtr

> xPos)

Figure 14: Number of frits processed per thin slab for one frame
from each test sequence. Assuming a 2563 rendering geometry,
objects are placed within the 256 slices of the volume data.
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I

I else {
total++;
0utPtr += 4;
+= 4;
inPtr
) // endif run-of-zeroes
) // endwhile
still
within

Rem&able-I

I

scanline
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Fraament

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code showing processing occurring in RLE
hardware.

I I 1 C, /
memory chip [4]. The processing is simple enough to be implementedin the DRAM manufacturing process(one of the drawbacks
to eDRAM so far is that logic gatesare not easily placedon DRAM
manufacturing/testingprocess).For a 1280x1024frame buffer, the
maximum amount of memory required is SOMbits. This fits onto
eDRAM dies with room for over 3 million gatesfor the encoding
hardware [14]. We estimate that our RLE frame buffer runs at a
target clock rate of at least 200MHz. At 30Hz frame rate with 256
slices of volume data, that would equateto 27,300 cycles (or flits
accessed)per slice.
Using a 200MHz clock and the flit count per slab, we calculate
how long it takesto render a frame as follows

ODeratiOnS

/a$$,

1

1 1

Cube-5
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Dual
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Figure 15: RLEframe buffer connecting a geometry pipeline to the
SRAM composite buffer in the Cube-5 pipeline.

256

T = c

MAX

( f;;t;;;s,

130/~ec)

slice of data. The few times it exceedsthis is when there are numerous polygons in a single slab, oriented parallel to the volume
slices. For example, in the slabs which contain the sides of the
tank, the flit count grows enormously. Similarly, in the hip, the alloted flit count is exceededfor the back and front face of the long
spike which extendsdown the femur.
Figure 15 showshow a polygon pipeline and Cube-5 pipeline are
connectedthrough the RLE frame buffer, which is double-buffered
to allow rendering during transmissionof data. The auxiliary frame
buffer is connectedat the sameplace as the existing one by simply

s=o

since a volume rendering pipeline spends130psec on eachslice for
a 2563 volume at 30Hz. An advantageof the encoding algorithm is
that the frame rate slips only slightly when the flit processingcount
for a thin slab exceedsits allotted amount.
The graph in Figure 14 representsthe number of flits processed
for eachthin slab of translucent polygons for one frame from each
sequence.We notice that the flit count is normally well below the
27,300 cycles that it takes for the volume pipeline to render one
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Figure 17: Frame rates achievable for the two methods when rendering a 5123 volume with a Cube-5 architecture (with 4 pipelines
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at 133MHz), for mixing with polygons at di$erent depth complexities.
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Figure 16: Frame rates achievable for the two methods when rendering a 2563 volume with a Cube-5 architecture (with 4 pipelines
at 133MHz), for mixing with polygons at di$erent depth complexities.

We have simulatedboth the DRAM frame buffer and the RLE frame
buffer in C++. Our simulation provides shadedvolume samplesas
if they camethrough the Cube-5 pipeline. We implementeda triangle rasterization into a software simulation of our RLE framebuffer.
Since we do not have an exact model of a 3D graphics card, we estimate a maximum pixel fill rate of 180 million pixels per second
and up to 6 million triangles per second(e.g., current high-end PC
graphics cards such as the RIVA TNT from nVIDIA). We believe
that the real bandwidth to the dual use DRAM frame buffer is 357
million pixels per second,as shown in Section 4, but this number
is a conservative estimate. Usually, the percentageof translucent
polygons is small and thus triangle count is not a problem. With
theseassumptions,we analyzedthe performanceof both methods.
Figure 16 shows the frame rates achievable when rendering a
2563 volume. Various frame buffer resolutions are shown, from
256 x 256 (size of the volume face) up to 1280 x 1024. When rendering the volume only, we always achieve 30Hz on both systems.
The other two bars representmixing with polygon rendering. We
referencethe amount of polygon rendering by the per pixel average
depth complexity (number of objects in front of each other). For
example, rendering 18,43250-pixel triangles to a 640x480 screen,
draws an averageof 3 fragments per pixel for a depth complexity of 3. We can see in the 256 x 256 size that the RLE frame
buffer retains the 30Hz rendering rate while the dual use DRAM
buffer slowed down slightly. This is becauseof the contention for
the shared frame buffer. This also occurs for the 640 x 480 resolution with low depth complexity. However, everywhere else the
dual use DRAM buffer performsbetter than the RLE frame buffer.
This is becauseof the inefficiency of the rasterization into the RLE
buffer. For high pixel fill cases,the RLE frame buffer degrades
very quickly while the dual use DRAM frame buffer degradesmore

duplicating the fragments, thus not affecting the remainder of the
geometrypipeline. The volume pipeline also double buffers to allow receiving of data while blending the previous slab. Note how
volume rendering does not conflict with polygon rendering. Since
the volume pipeline always accessesits memory in a repeatableordered fashion, it achievesthe samplefill rate into the frame buffer
at a sufficient speedto achieve 30Hz volume rendering. We utilize
the graphics pipeline to render the opaquepolygons before rendering the volume. This can normally be accomplishedconcurrently
with the rendering of the volume for the previous frame. Even if the
polygon engine must render translucentpolygons mixed in with the
volume, there is usually enough time to render the opaquepolygons
before the volume finishes due to the small number of translucent
polygons in normal scenes.
This design representsa typical implementation; while the actual hardware may change somedetails, the efficiency of using an
RLE frame buffer for the sparsetranslucent polygons in each thin
slab can be analyzed. Run-length encoding for translucent polygons has a great impact on the amount of data transferredbetween
the pipelines and read from the frame buffer. For example, nonRLE rendering of our 256’ imageswith 256 volume slices requires
67MB of datato be transferredbetweenthe two pipelines per frame.
RLE of the thin slabsof translucentpolygon data,on the other hand,
reducesthis below 900KB for the ghost ship, 55OKB for the tank,
470KB for the hip, and 420KB for the flight simulation.
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gracefully. Additionally, when the RLE buffer doesperform better,
it is only by a small amount.
Similarly, Figure 17 shows the frame ratesachievablewhen rendering a 5123 volume. The volume only frame ratesdrop to under
4Hz due to the performanceof 4 pipeline Cube-5 system. However, since there is more time to render polygons per volume slice,
the RLE frame buffer out performs the dual use DRAM buffer for
higher pixel fill rates than the 2563 case. Once again though, the
dual use DRAM buffer degradesmore gracefully than the RLE
frame buffer. For Cube-5 systemsthat are capable of 30Hz 5123
or larger volume rendering (e.g., with more than 4 pipelines), as
long asthe frame buffer size is scaledaccordingly, the performance
appearsmore like Figure 16 than Figure 17.
Sequencesof 90 frames for each of our 4 test scenesfrom Figures 1,2, 3, and 4 were generated.We measuredan averagedepth
complexity of approximately 1.5 when rendering to a 256 x 256
frame buffer with a 2563 volume. The frame ratesfrom our simulations match the analysis, with one exception. In the tank sequence,
when all of the polygons along the side of the tank fell within one
thin slab, the polygon rendering time was much longer and lowered
the RLE frame rate to 27Hz instead of the achievable30Hz.
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Figure 1: A flight simuhztion scene miring a texture-mapped
polygonal terrain, an opaque phone (with 4420 polygons), a
translucent cockpit, and a volumetric cloud.

Figure 2: Volumetrtric dust cloud kicked up b-y a spinning
translucent tank (with 5082 Polygons) in a desert.

Figure 3: A prosthesis (containing 3758polygons) being@ to a 2565 CT scan of a hip: (a} translucentpolygons
behind the prosthesis, (b) opaque polygons obscure incorrect alignment.

Scanline

Figure 4: A translucentghost ship (containing 47lSpolygons)
sailing out of a volumetric fog bank in front of an opaque
texture-mapped island.
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